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Introduction

Lithium niobate (LiNbO3) single-crystals are constitute

essential functional materials due to unique combination of

their ferroelectric, pyroelectric and piezoelectric properties

as well as to possible modification of beneficial properties

by doping [1–7]. Modern applications of LiNbO3 in non-

linear, polarization and integrated optics, laser systems and

optoelectronics require dramatically new approaches to the

formation of development fundamentals for the Czochralski

single crystal pulled-growth technology.

Creation of new lithium-niobate-based materials, that

have high optical homogeneity and optical damage re-

sistance, by doping method includes search for high

performance methods of controlled exposure of a defect

crystal structure. Thus, for example, introduction of

pre-defined concentrations of non-photorefractive dopants

(Mg, Zn, In, Sc, Gd, B) into the lithium niobate structure

allows to improve considerably the crystal resistance to

laser emission damage [3,8–14]. Such crystals also feature

low coercive field and are promising optical materials for

laser emission conversion, including periodically polarized

domain structures [15].
Rare-earth-doped LiNbO3 single crystals can induce laser

oscillation on active rare earth ions with simultaneous

self-doubling of laser emission frequency that is of great

practical interest [16–21]. In particular, erbium-doped

lithium niobate single crystals are used as active material

for laser emission sources and signal amplifiers in fiber-

optic communication lines. Unfortunately, photorefraction

effect present in LiNbO3 : Er crystals limits their application

range [22,23]. In order to reduce the photorefraction effect

in LiNbO3 : Er crystals, the use of non-photorefractive Zn2+

as the second dopant is more feasible than of Mg2+, because

LiNbO3 : Mg crystals feature a
”
dark track“ effect [24]

that results in reduction of visible spectrum transmittance

by 10−15% [11]. Therefore, improvement of LiNbO3 : Er

single-crystal properties in order to increase optical homo-

geneity and optical damage resistance is possible with si-

multaneous introduction of erbium cations and zinc cations,

as non-photorefractive dopant, into the lithium niobate

structure [11,22,23,25–28].

Wide use of such material for mass production requires a

reproducible technology for growing doped single crystals

with high degree of chemical and optical homogeneity.

Important research aspects include investigation of physical

and chemical properties of the melt−crystal system, features

of dopant distribution depending on thermal and process

conditions of growing and on the best concentration of

doping components in the melt that together have a complex

impact on crystal composition, secondary (defect) structure

and application properties.

The purpose of the study is to investigate distribution

of doping components in the LiNbO3 : Er : Zn melt−crystal

system and to determine the best concentration ranges

of Er and Zn in the melt for reproducible Czochralski

growth of single crystals having high chemical and optical

homogeneity and high laser damage resistance.

1. Experiment procedure

A combined doping method was used to grow a

series of LiNbO3 : Er : Zn single crystals. LiNbO3 : Er
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charge made by solid-phase synthesis−granulation from

Nb2O5 +Er2O3 +Li2CO3 mixture was used as the ba-

sis for growing a series of LiNbO3 : Er : Zn single crys-

tals. Erbium concentration in the charge according to

the X-ray fluorescence spectrometry data was 0.93wt.%

(0.86mol.%Er) [29]. Zinc was added to the melt and

LiNbO3 : Er charge in the form of pre-annealed Ultra High

Pure ZnO in the concentration range 2.4−3.16wt.%Zn.

Doping was carried out from lower to higher concentration

with an increment of 0.3 wt.%Zn. Concentration range was

selected on the basis of previous comprehensive research of

a series of LiNbO3 : Zn single crystals grown from the melt

with various zinc content (4.02−8.91mol.%) [8,30] where

optimum concentrations of dopant in the initial melt were

determined to obtain single crystals with high chemical,

optical and structural homogeneity and high laser damage

resistance.

LiNbO3 : Er : Zn single crystals 30mm in diameter with

a cylindrical section length of 30−35mm were grown in

direction (001) by the Czochralski method from 80mm

platinum crucibles in air [29]. To release thermoelastic

stress, the grown single crystals were additionally an-

nealed at T = 1240◦C during 15 h in PVK-1.4-25 annealing

furnace. To determine chemical homogeneity of the

grown LiNbO3 : Er : Zn crystals, 0.8mm plates were cut

from the cone and bottom sections of each ingot to

measure Zn and Er concentrations in them. Erbium

concentration was measured by the X-ray fluorescence

spectrometry method (
”
Spektroskan MAKS-GV“), zinc

concentration was measured by the atomic absorption

spectrometry method (
”
ANALYST-400“).

Crystals were brought into the single-domain state by

the high temperature electrodiffusion annealing (HTEDA)
method using DC current during cooling of samples in

the temperature range 1232.5−742◦C [29]. Unipolarity

of LiNbO3 : Er : Zn crystals was controlled by the static

piezoelectric effect investigation method. Piezoelectric

constant determination procedure (d333) for a crystal ingot

is described in [31].

Optical quality of the material was assessed by the

number of scattering centers per unit volume of a single-

crystal ingot according to the procedure described in [8].
The presence of scattering centers in the crystals was caused

by structure defects and internal stresses induced by single

crystal growth and post-treatment.

A laser conoscopy method was used to achieve large-

scale conoscopic patterns [32]. Nd : YAG MLL-100

(λ = 532.0 nm, P = 1 and 90mW) laser emission was used.

Conoscopic samples consisted of polished 3mm plates cut

in direction (001). For the conoscopic test, the crystal

sample was placed on a mobile two-axis optical support

to allow full scanning of the input face plane by the laser

beam and to get multiple conoscopic patterns corresponding

to various areas on the test sample cross-section. Thus,

optical homogeneity in the volume of the grown crystal

was assessed. The test setup and procedure for recording

1 2 3 4

Figure 1. LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�1–4) single-crystal samples cut in

the form of parallelepipeds.

conoscopic patterns in LiNbO3 crystals are described in

more detail in [32].
Samples for registration the photoinduced light scattering

(PILS) were cut from LiNbO3 : Er : Zn single crystals in

the form of 8× 6× 4mm parallelepipeds whose edges

coincided with crystal axis directions X × Y × Z, and faces

were thoroughly polished (Figure 1). The PILS experiments

used Nd : YAG MLL-100 (λ = 532.0 nm, P = 160mW)
laser. The test sample was placed on the laser beam path

in such a way that the light wave vector is directed along

the Y axis, normal to the input face of the crystal, and

the electric field strength vector of the light wave E is

parallel to the Z axis that coincides with the polar axis Ps

of the lithium niobate crystal. The photorefraction effect for

LiNbO3 crystal is manifested most vividly in such scattering

geometry. The test setup and procedure for determining the

PILS indicatrix are described in detail in [32,33].

2. Findings and discussion

The first single crystal from the series was grown without

zinc addition [29]. Then LiNbO3 : Er : Zn with a weight

of 122.8, 126.1, 124.1 and 130.5 g were grown in the same

thermal and process conditions. Doped LiNbO3 : Er charge

and zinc oxide were added. Initial erbium concentration

in the melt after growing the first LiNbO3 : Er single

crystal was equal to 0.79mol.%. Zinc concentration was

determined according to the first ZnO charge and was equal

to 5.42mol.%.

In order to study dopant distribution in the

LiNbO3 : Er : Zn melt−crystal system using the previous test

data described in [29] regarding the dopant concentrations

in grown single crystals and according to the procedure

described in [8,30], initial concentrations of Er and Zn in

the LiNbO3 : Er : Zn melt for each single crystal growth,

difference in the dopant concentration in the cone and

bottom sections of single crystals (1C), and dopant dis-

tribution estimation coefficient (K0eff) characterizing the

multicomponent system of interest were determined. The

experimental and design data is provided in the Table.

The data in the Table demonstrates almost per-

manent concentrations of erbium and zinc along the

growth axis of LiNbO3 : Er : Zn single crystals grown
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Dopant concentrations in the initial melt (CLZn and CLEr, mol.%), cone (Ccone) and bottom (Cbott) sections of the grown single crystals

(CS Zn and CS Er), 1C = Ccone−Cbott and dopant distribution coefficients K0eff Zn and K0eff Er

Single crystal No.

Concentration, mol.%
1C, mol.% Distribution coefficient

In the melt In the crystal

CLZn CLEr

Cone Bottom
1CZn 1CEr K0eff Zn K0eff Er

CS Zn CS Er CS Zn CS Er

1 5.42 0.79 4.02 0.54 4.02 0.53 0 0.01 0.74 0.68

2 6.15 0.81 4.41 0.53 4.44 0.54 −0.03 −0.01 0.72 0.65

3 6.81 0.82 4.65 0.51 4.70 0.51 −0.05 0 0.68 0.62

4 6.98 0.85 4.66 0.50 4.68 0.50 −0.02 0 0.67 0.59
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Figure 2. Dependences of Er concentration (solid line, squares)
and estimation distribution coefficient K0eff Er (dashed line, circles)
in LiNbO3 : Er : Zn crystals on Er concentration in the melt. The

numbers correspond to the single crystal Nos. (see the Table).

from the melt throughout the concentration range

(CEr = 0.79−0.85mol.%, CZn = 5.42−6.98mol.%). Differ-

ence in the concentration of doping components between

the cone and bottom sections of LiNbO3 : Er : Zn single

crystals is max. 0.05mol.% for zinc and max. 0.01mol.%

for erbium (see the Table). This is indicative of high

degree of chemical homogeneity of LiNbO3 : Er : Zn single

crystals typical for crystals grown from melts with K0eff close

to unity. However, K0eff = CS/CL, (where CS is the dopant

concentration in the cone section of the crystal, CL is the

dopant concentration in the melt) that governs the dopant

distribution in the melt−crystal system both for erbium and

zinc is much lower than one and decreases with growing

dopant concentration in the melt (see the Table).

K0eff = f (CL) and CS = f (CL) curves for erbium and

zinc in the LiNbO3 : Er : Zn melt−crystal system are shown

in Figure 2 and 3, respectively. Figure 3 also shows

equivalent dependences for the LiNbO3 : Zn system cor-

responding to the zinc concentration range in the melt
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Figure 3. Dependences of Zn concentration (black solid line, tri-

angles) and estimation distribution coefficient K0eff Zn (black dashed

line, triangles) in LiNbO3 : Er : Zn crystals on Zn concentration

in the melt. The numbers correspond to the single crystal Nos.

(see the Table). Dependences of Zn concentrations (red solid

line (in the online version), circles) and the estimation distribution

coefficient K0eff Zn (red dashed line (in the online version), squares)
in LiNbO3 : Zn crystals on Zn concentration in the melt [8,30].

within boundaries II (CLZn = 5.4−6.8mol.%) and III

(CLZn > 6.8mol.%) according to [8,30].

A distinguishing feature of Er distribution in the

LiNbO3 : Er : Zn melt−crystal system is that the dopant

concentration in single crystals throughout the test range is

at the level of ≈ 0.5mol.% (Figure 2, see the Table). How-

ever, almost the same, within the measurement error, Er

concentrations in the LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�1 and 2) crystals

grown from melts with Er concentration 0.79−0.81mol.%

and Zn concentration 5.42−6.15mol.% are slightly higher

than those in the LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�3 and 4) crystals

grown from the LiNbO3 : Er : Zn melts with Er concentration

0.82−0.85mol.% and Zn concentration 6.81−6.98mol.%

(Figure 2, see the Table).

Dependence CSZn = f (CLZn) for the LiNbO3 : Er : Zn

melt−crystal system is monotonic (Figure 3). Zn concentra-
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tion in crystals �1–3 grown from the LiNbO3 : Er : Zn melt

with CLZn = 5.42−6.81mol.% increases with increasing

Zn concentration in the melt and remains unchanged in

crystals �3 and 4grown from the LiNbO3 : Er : Zn melt with

CLZn = 6.81−6.98mol.% (see the Table and Figure 3).
Zn distribution in the LiNbO3 : Er : Zn melt−crystal sys-

tem (Figure 3) differs dramatically from that in the

LiNbO3 : Zn system (Figure 3) not only due to the absence

of sudden stepwise changes, but also due to the fact that

K0eff Zn = f (CLZn) in the LiNbO3 : Zn melt−crystal system

is an increasing function in the melt concentration region

5.42−6.81mol.%, while the Zn distribution coefficient in

the LiNbO3 : Er : Zn melt−crystal system is a decreasing

function throughout the full test range (5.42−6.98mol.%).
LiNbO3 : Zn and LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�1) crystals grown

from melts with Zn concentration close to the low concen-

tration threshold CLZn = 5.36mol.% [8,30] have almost the

same values of CSZn and K0eff Zn (Figure 3). With increasing

Zn concentration in the melt due to increasing K0eff Zn

in the LiNbO3 : Zn system and decreasing K0eff Zn in the

LiNbO3 : Er : Zn system, difference in Zn concentrations

occurs in LiNbO3 : Zn and LiNbO3 : Er : Zn crystals. Near

the main concentration threshold CL = 6.8mol.%Zn (Fig-
ure 3, crystal �3), the difference in Zn concentrations is

maximum. Then, due to sudden stepwise decrease of K0eff Zn

and CSZn in the LiNbO3 : Zn melt−crystal system (crystals
in area III [8,30]), the difference in Zn concentrations in

LiNbO3 : Zn and LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�4) crystals becomes

minimum (Figure 3).
It should be noted that the total concentration of Er

and Zn dopants in LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�3, 4) crystals grown

from the melts with Zn concentration 6.81 and 6.98mol.%,

respectively, is the same, equal to 5.16mol.% and close

to the Zn cation concentration in LiNbO3 : Zn crystal

(5.19mol.%) grown from concentration area II (6.76mol.%

ZnO in the melt) [8,30]. This is an indirect evidence of

”
saturation“ of LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�3, 4) crystals with dopant

cations (see the Table).
The experimental data shows that, when the

LiNbO3 : Er : Zn melt−crystal system is considered compre-

hensively, the Er concentration in crystals �1–4 within

the measurement error is at constant level of ∼ 0.5mol.%.

Zn concentration increases in crystals �1 and 2, while is

constant in crystals �3 and 4, and does not depend on Zn

concentration in the melt (see the Table, Figures 2 and 3).
LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�1–4) single crystals feature high de-

gree of chemical homogeneity (see the Table). In addition,

the express assessment of the number of scattering centers

visualized in the single crystals in the presence of extended

and point defects has shown that they are absent in all single

crystals of the grown LiNbO3 : Er : Zn series suggesting high

optical purity of the material [29].
Optical homogeneity of grown LiNbO3 : Er : Zn crystals

was controlled by the laser conoscopy method. Conoscopic

control of optical properties of lithium niobate crystals

is a vivid and easy-to-access research method due the

correlation between the conoscopic pattern type, structure

and properties and the crystal structure, optical properties

and orientation as well as the presence of various types of

defects in the crystal [34,35]. When crystals are irradiated

with 1mW emission, the recorded conoscopic patterns

reflect the presence of defects in the crystal structure

without the photorefraction effect. When 90mW laser

excitation is used, the conoscopic patterns show the intrinsic

defects of the crystal that depend on its composition and

growth conditions, as well as the defects induced by laser

irradiation. Thus, the spatial distribution analysis of optical

anomalies by the conoscopic method detects even minor

changes in optical characteristics of the crystal in doping.

Conoscopic patterns of LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�1–4) crystals

recorded by scanning on the input face plane using

1mW and 90mW laser emission are shown in Figure 4.

The conoscopic patterns of LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�1, 2) crystals

recorded at 1mW laser emission have circular symme-

try where the integrity of the black
”
Maltese cross“ is

maintained in the center of the field of vision, and he

isochromes look like concentric circles with the center in

the optical axis emergence point (Figure 4, (1)−(4)). Laser
scanning on the input face plane shows the presence of

almost the same conoscopic patterns that are indicative of

the optical homogeneity of the grown crystals by volume

(Figure 4, (1)−(4)). This is the type of conoscopic

patterns that demonstrates the optical homogeneity of

samples. No additional distortions that occur when laser

power is increased up to 90mW are observed on the

conoscopic patterns that indirectly proves that there is

no photorefractive response from LiNbO3 : Er : Zn crystals

(�1, 2) (Figure 4, (9)−(12)).
Laser scanning results on the input face plane of

LiNbO3 : Er : Zn crystals (�3, 4) (Figure 4, (5)−(8)
and (13)−(16)) differ from the results obtained for

LiNbO3 : Er : Zn crystals (�1, 2). For both LiNbO3 : Er : Zn

(�3, 4) crystals, two types of conoscopic patterns were

obtained — those corresponding to uniaxial crystals (Fig-
ure 4, (5), (7), (13), (15)) and defective conoscopic patterns

showing abnormal biaxiality (Figure 4, (6), (8), (14), (16)).
Thus, by scanning on the input face plane of the studied

LiNbO3:Zn:Er crystals conoscopic patterns were obtained

that corresponded to the optically homogeneous crystals

(crystals �1–4), and a set of defective conoscopic patterns

with signs of abnormal optical biaxiality [32] corresponding
to crystals �3 and 4.

The conoscopic patterns shown in Figures 4, (5), (7),
(13), (15) have circular symmetry where the integrity of

the black
”
Maltese cross“ is maintained in the center of

the field of vision, and he isochromes look like concentric

circles with the center in the optical axis emergence

point. However, all conoscopic patterns of LiNbO3 : Er : Zn

(�3, 4) crystals show anomalies: the top right arm of the

”
Maltese cross“ has anomalies in the form of coupling

of 1−2, 3−4, 5−6 isochromes (Figure 4, (5), (13)); in the

form of distortions on all arms of the
”
Maltese cross“

(Figure 4, (7), (15)). Conoscopic patterns in Figure 4, (6),
(8), (14), (16) contain insignificant signs of abnormal
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1 mW 90 mWX

(1) (2)

(3) (4)

(5) (6)

(7) (8)

(9) (10)

(11) (12)

(13) (14)

(15) (16)

Figure 4. Conoscopic patterns of LiNbO3 : Er : Zn crystals (�1 (1), (2), (9), (10), �2 (3), (4), (11), (12), �3 (5), (6), (13), (14),
�4 (7), (8), (15), (16)) obtained at laser emission power 1 (1)−(8) and 90 (9)−(16)mW from 3mm plates by scanning on the input

face plane. The Z axis is perpendicular to the pattern plane. λ = 532.0 nm.

optical biaxiality when deformation occurs in the center

of the black
”
Maltese cross“ in the form of displacement

of the cross fragments (without separation) from the

center in vertical direction corresponding to the optical

indicatrix deformation direction of the crystal. Isochromes

have slight ellipticity while maintaining a regular geometry

(Figure 4, (6), (8), (14), (16)). The top left and

bottom right arms of the
”
Maltese cross“ in the conoscopic

pattern of LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�3) crystal have anomalies

in the form of additional systems of interference bands

(Figure 4, (6), (14)). For LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�4) crystal,

additional anomalies are observed on the
”
Maltese cross“

arms in the right half-plane of the conoscopic pattern

(Figure 4, (8), (16)).

Due to the fact that LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�3, 4) single

crystals have high chemical homogeneity and do not have

scattering centers [29] that proves the absence of extended

and point defects in the crystal volume, conoscopic pattern

distortions may be caused by the defective structure of

LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�3, 4) crystals that results in local modifi-

cation of elastic properties of the crystal and occurrence of

mechanical stresses in it [32].
It is usual to describe the secondary (defective) structure

of lithium niobate crystals in terms of a set of vacancy

models [36,37]. In [26], the X-ray diffraction analysis of

LiNbO3 : [Er= 0.74mol.%] crystal grown by the Czochralski

method was used to show that Er3+ cations localize in

the lithium octahedron of the structure (Er2+Li ) and shift

Technical Physics, 2023, Vol. 68, No. 11
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Figure 5. PILS patterns of LiNbO3 : Er : Zn crystals (�1 (a), 2 (b), 3 (c), 4 (d)). λ = 532.0 nm, P = 160mW.

towards its center, while the content of Nb4+Li defects (deep

electron traps — niobium cations localized in the lithium

cation position [38]) tends to zero in this crystal. However,

niobium cations were found in the crystal that were

localized in the vacant octahedra of the crystal structure

(Nb5+V defect) and, consequently, vacancies in the niobium

position (V5−
Nb ) were found [26]. Findings in [26] show that

the niobium vacancy model is implemented [36,37,39] in

LiNbO3 : [Er= 0.74mol.%] studied crystal.. Such features

of the defective structure of LiNbO3 : [Er= 0.74mol.%]
crystal [26] probably may be projected onto the features

of the secondary structures of LiNbO3 : Er : Zn crystals

containing ∼ 0.5mol.%Er.

According to [11,40,41], doping of the lithium niobate

crystal with Zn cations up to the main threshold ≈ 7mol.%

(updated value according to [8,30] is equal to 6.8mol.% in

Technical Physics, 2023, Vol. 68, No. 11
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the melt) results in considerable reduction of Nb4+Li concen-

tration due to their displacement by the doping cations with

formation of Zn+
Li. Crossing the main concentration thresh-

old results in zinc cation introduction into the niobium octa-

hedra of the crystal structure (Zn3−Nb ) [11,40,41]. According
to the X-ray diffraction analyses of LiNbO3 : Zn crystals [8],
Nb4+Li defects are absent in the crystal grown from the

melt with [Zn] = 6.12mol.% and occur in LiNbO3 : Zn

crystals when the doping component concentration is

further increasing. Considering the above as well as almost

unchanged (≈ 0.5mol.%) Er concentration in LiNbO3 : Er

:Zn (�1–4) crystals and growing concentration of Zn

cations in them (see the Table), the number of Nb4+Li
defects in LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�1–4) crystals may be assumed

as minimized. However, the structure of LiNbO3 : Er : Zn

(�3, 4) crystals probably undergoes
”
saturation“ with dop-

ing cations (5.16mol.%) that may cause introduction of Zn

cations in niobium octahedra of the crystal structure with

formation of Zn3−Nb defects. This hypothesis is also supported

by the threshold (6.8mol.% [8,30]) zinc concentration in

the melts from which LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�3, 4) crystals

were grown (see the Table). For LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�3, 4)
crystals, a complex self-compensation mechanism will be

probably implemented involving Er+Li, Zn
+
Li, Nb

5+
V , Zn3−Nb , V

−

Li

and V5−
Nb , that resembles a self-compensation mechanism for

LiNbO3 : Zn crystals with the dopant concentration higher

than the threshold concentration [11,41].

Thus, for LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�3, 4) crystals, a concept

of additive effect of doping elements (Er, Zn) and their

concentration on the number and type of structural defects

in the crystal may be implemented. This result is of high

practical importance, because distribution of metal cations

(intrinsic and doping) in the structure and their position in

the octahedra define to a considerable extent ferroelectric

and optical properties of LiNbO3 crystals [2].

To investigate the PILS effect, the studied crystals

were preliminary exposed to ∼ 160mW laser emis-

sion. Figure 4, (9)−(16) shows conoscopic patterns of

LiNbO3 : Er : Zn crystals at 90mW laser power. For all

examined crystals, no additional distortions were recorded in

the conoscopic patterns that indirectly confirms the absence

of photorefractive response of these crystals. Investigation

of LiNbO3 by the laser conoscopy method is in good

agreement with the photoinduced light scattering data

(Figure 5).

Figure 5 shows time dependences of the PILS patterns of

LiNbO3 : Er : Zn crystals. The view of the speckle structure

of the PILS indicatrix is typical for lithium niobate crystals.

Anyhow, for crystals with different composition grown

by different methods, PILS speckle structure has its own

thin features that may be used to investigate the crystal

structure, micro- and macrohomogeneity. Figure 5 shows

that, for the studied crystals even after exposure to 160mW

laser emission during 6min, there is no photorefractive

response, the PILS indicatrix is not expanded, and only

circular scattering on static structural defects is observed.

Notwithstanding that Er is a colored impurity, Er introduc-

tion into the lithium niobate crystal does not result in the

photorefractive effect. In terms of photorefractive properties,

LiNbO3 : Er : Zn crystals are close to the nominally pure

crystals with identical composition. The PILS patterns

remain unchanged throughout the experiment (Figure 5).

The photorefraction effect and photoinduced light scatter-

ing cause heavy destruction of the laser beam in the lithium

niobate crystal and are interfering factors for emission gener-

ation and reconversion by the crystal [31]. Therefore the in-

vestigations intended to improve photoreactive properties of

the lithium niobate crystal are essential for the development

of materials with pre-defined specifications. The findings

show that these lithium niobate crystals are promising as

non-linear optical materials with low photorefraction effect

and low PILS level.

Conclusion

Comprehensive investigations of LiNbO3 : Er : Zn crys-

tals containing ∼ 0.5mol.% of Er and 4.02, 4.41, 4.65,

4.66mol.% of Zn were carried out. All crystals stud-

ied herein have high chemical homogeneity: maximum

deviation of doping component concentration along the

growth axis of the studied crystals is |0.05|mol.%. For

LiNbO3 : Er : Zn crystals studied herein, there is no pho-

torefractive response, the PILS indicatrix is not expanded,

and only circular scattering on static structural defects is

observed.

Crystals grown from the LiNbO3 : Er : Zn

(0.79−0.85mol.%Er, 5.42−6.98mol.%Zn) melt

have various degree of optical homogeneity. Laser

conoscopy shows that LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�1 and 2 crystals

containing ∼ 0.5mol.%Er, 4.02 and 4.41mol.%Zn,

respectively) feature high optical homogeneity, while

LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�3 and 4 crystals containing

∼ 0.5mol.%Er, ∼ 4.65mol.%Zn) have lower optical

homogeneity. This may be attributed both to
”
saturation“

of LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�3 and 4) crystals with dopant

cations (CSEr + CSZn = 5.16mol.%) and to Zn cation

concentration in the melt that is equal to (6.81mol.%,

crystal �3) and exceeds (6.98mol.%, crystal �4) the

threshold concentration (6.8mol.% [8,30]). Thus, the

optimum concentration ranges of the doping components

in the initial melt for growing LiNbO3 : Er : Zn (�1 and 2)
crystals, that have high chemical and optical homogeneity

and optical damage resistance simultaneously, are equal to

0.79−0.81mol.%Er and 5.42−6.15mol.%Zn.
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